Volvo 850 turbo

The Volvo is a compact executive car that was produced by the Swedish manufacturer Volvo
Cars from [10] to The Volvo was shown for the first time in June , and the car marked a
departure for Volvo, featuring multiple unprecedented features for the company; these included
a transverse 5-cylinder engine driving the front wheels, [11] a Delta-link rear axle, a side impact
protection system , and a self-adjusting front seat belt mechanism. Development of what would
become the series first began in The so-called Project Galaxy [12] ultimately resulted in the
Volvo , the smaller series, new manufacturing technologies as well as the Volvo Modular engine
and M Gearbox lines. When development had finished, Volvo had spent the highest sum in the
history of the country on an industrial project in Sweden. The Volvo was introduced in Europe
in June , [15] as a model year car. It was launched with the slogan "A dynamic car with four
unique innovations" [16] which referred to the newly developed five cylinder transverse engine,
the Delta-link rear axle, [17] the Side Impact Protection System SIPS , [18] and the self-adjusting
seatbelt reel for the front seats. For the , Volvo created what it called "Delta-link
semi-independent rear suspension". Volvo held a U. The automobile also has a tight turning
circle, By comparison, later large Volvos had a The estate version of the went on sale in
February , [16] on all markets. The saloon features an interior space of 2. This is slightly more
than the 2. This space is achieved by mounting the in-line 5-cylinder engine transversely from
the left to the right of the car under the hood. Beginning in , a facelift for all subsequent models
was introduced; this facelift subtly altered the visual appearance of the car, featuring new front
and rear bumpers, new headlights and indicators on the outside, and a new switchgear on the
inside. Other options during the model run included features such as traction control , leather
interior, power glass sunroof , power seats, heated seats, remote keyless entry, automatic
climate control, and automatic transmission. In , a "Platinum" edition of the Turbo was
available. The interior was fitted with leather seats and burled walnut accents. Only 1, of these
were imported for the U. In , the Turbo was rebadged as the "T For , the special limited edition
T-5R was offered, and was a commercial success, leading Volvo to produce a second run in The
engine was mated to a 4-speed automatic transmission or 5-speed manual transmission, the
latter of which was not available in the United States. The T-5R was renowned as a sleeper car;
despite its boxy, understated appearance, it boasted a drag coefficient of 0. The top speed was
electronically limited to The vehicle came standard with Pirelli P-Zero tyres, providing lateral
grip of 0. The engine tuning was co-developed with Porsche, as was the transmission and other
powertrain components. Porsche also aided in designing some of the interior, such as the
Alcantara seat inserts. These cars came as standard with nearly every feature available, only a
handful of options â€” such as heated rear seats â€” were available. On the North American
market only two options could be chosen, a trunk-mounted Alpine 6-CD changer and no-cost
16" wheels for a smoother, more comfortable ride and driveability in snow when using
all-season tires. Also included in the T-5R package was a front bumper with a lip, rear spoiler,
side skirts, polished aluminum door sills, special graphite leather and Alcantara seats, and a
black interior with deep walnut wood grain accents. Both yellow and black versions came with
the same black interior as the only choice. The T-5R has an additional badge to the left of the ""
on the trunk, referred to as "The Motorsport badge". The T-5R featured side airbags installed in
the seat cushions. The side airbags were integrated into the rest of the Volvo model line the
following year as an option, and became standard a year after that; other manufacturers soon
followed suit. The car was also fitted with an early example of daytime running lamps. Also, just
like the , it had three-point seatbelts at all five seating positions previously, cars had only a lap
belt for the center rear seat. Colour distribution was limited in some countries i. Two white, two
Aubergine and three grey T-5Rs were also produced. The white and aubergine cars were
preproduction cars whereas the grey ones were produced by special demand for the Arabian
market. Both aubergines, at least one grey and at least one white T-5R were still registered in
Sweden as late as In the spring of , Volvo introduced a new high-performance Volvo as a
replacement for the hugely successful limited edition T-5R. In the U. Cream yellow was
discontinued for the R. The saloon featured a newly designed rear spoiler; spoiler was now
standard on the estate. For a limited time in only, Volvo offered a new heavy duty manual
transmission designed specifically for the R excluding U. Furthermore, the M59 equipped cars
were fitted with the BT4 2. Due to encumbrances placed on engine volume by the Italian
government, Rs sold in Italy were based on the 2. Available as a model [45] it came only in
estate configuration, featured standard all-wheel drive and was only available on certain
markets. All cars were equipped with the new 2. Visual features included front and rear
mudflaps, the exhaust exiting on the right rear with the bumper being provisioned for dual
outlets and specific AWD badging. The Estates were driven by Rickard Rydell and Jan Lammers
and Volvo finished eighth in the Manufacturers' standings of the championship. For , TWR built
a Saloon version, with the switch from Estate to Saloon being made mainly due to changes in

BTCC regulations regarding aerodynamic aids which effectively ended any chance of the Estate
being competitive. With Rickard Rydell and Tim Harvey driving, the Saloons qualified on pole
position 12 times and won six races, with Volvo placing third in the Manufacturers
Championship. In , an improved Saloon competed in the championship with Rickard Rydell and
Kelvin Burt driving, achieving five race wins. Volvo also competed in the Super Touring
category with the across Europe and in Australia in this era. It entered the Australian Super
Touring Championship with an estate version driven by Scott in and an saloon by Brock in and
Jim Richards in Two cars were entered in the Bathurst Official website. From Wikipedia, the free
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Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 5. It was a fantastic platform that was
extremely reliable. It was among the best vehicles I've ever owned. The Volvo GLT is part of a
solid line of vehicles that was manufactured from There was plenty of trunk space for all of my
camping supplies! I took this thing out to many lakes and rivers for trips. The best part about
this car was how reliable it was. I didn't have a single mechanical failure the entire time I owned
the car. The powertrain was rock solid. Maintaining the vehicle was easy. The oil pan was easily
accessible, as were all spark plugs. Even installing new brake pads was easy. It had a solid
construction as well. The body was made out of steel as opposed to fiberglass, so most dents
and dings were easily fixed. It was all around a sharp looking car. While the powertrain was
completely solid, there were issues with the coolant system. The radiator had a weak point
where it would frequently crack, requiring replacement. As an import car, parts weren't always
immediately available, and it required metric tools and numerous torx bits to work on it. Overall,
a well-built vehicle with a very reliable engine and transmission combination. This vehicle is
approaching K miles and is a daily driver. The car is still a low-maintenance vehicle and very
reliable. The exterior is original factory paint and is still in excellent shape. The engine and the
transmission are also original. I give my kids a hard time. All of them have bought late model
Altimas, and this car has outlasted all of them in terms of maintenance and cost of up-keep. Of
the Altimas had transmission failure, and the cost to fix it is twice the cost of one of these cars
used. The engine is easy to maintain. The complete electrical system was replaced in a matter
of a few hours, not due to failure but routine maintenance. Even at the high mileage, there are
no squeaks, and the car drives extremely well. Finally, maintenance that would take a day on
other vehicles can be done in a few hours on this car. And switches and buttons work reliably. I
was able to haul a ten-foot plastic water pipe in the car by using the trunk access through the
back seat. There are some things that can be problematic with this particular car. The flame trap
in particular must be maintained properly to prevent engine damage. Smooth ride. I like the way
that my car rides so smoothly. It gets great gas mileage. The heated seats are great. We have
taken many vacations, and it has never let us down. The cons that bug me are that the window
and mirror controls are on the center console. I am so used to them being on doors, it is very
frustrating at times. But all in all, everything works great. When I kick it into sport mode, my car
outpaces all of the others up the mountain passes. Our car has about , miles on it, and it still
purrs like a kitten. The room in the trunk is awesome. I can get a lot of groceries in there. I am
not a car person, that is, I don't know specifics about engines, etc. This car is tough enough to
take up into the mountains without a problem. Sport mode, heated seats, the smooth

suspension. This car is kind of like that commercial advertising hair color for men. It looks
mature enough to trust, but young enough that it can still do it. As I said before, irks me that the
window and mirror controls are in the center console. Highly inconvenient. It was either Sir
Isaac Newton or Mike Tyson who once said, "For every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction. Likewise, Volvo unveils a new model and, uh, Car and Driver puts a red Lamborghini
on the cover again. Okay, so maybe the name "Volvo" still ranks below "Dan Rather" on the
wild-and-crazy meter. But in truth, the meter could use a little updating. After all, Volvo long ago
unfastened the top button of its corporate shirt with such flavorful cars as the Turbos and the
boosted sedan and Sportswagon. And now the company is even threatening to show off a little
chest hair with its most unbridled model yet: the T-5R. Unbridled, that is, Volvo-style. The T-5R
isn't a high-strung megacar that aims at the performance heavens. No exotic turbo tricks here,
no "advanced" instrument displays, no cosmetic piling-on. Instead, Volvo has focused on a few
simple, notable tweaks to raise the performance bar of an already fine offering. In our
lastâ€”and glowingâ€”review of Volvo's swift Turbo wagon, we mentioned that the suspension's
shock control might benefit from "a touch more firmness. And even if we didn't declare it, need
it be said that there's always room for a dollop more power? Now, we know better than to think
that anyone would actually pay attention to us, but in fact the T-5R does address our Turbo wish
list. In some ways, as we'll see, more than we'd hoped for. This is a short-run, limited-edition
machine: Volvo expects to build a total of T-5Rs, in both four-door sedan and wagon variants
the latter style will account for about 10 percent of the mix. Incidentally, Volvo doesn't really
have an exact explanation for the "T-5R" moniker. Included are a lower front air dam with fog
lamps , inch titanium-gray five-spoke alloy wheels, and a high-wattage paint job. The color is
unique to the car and carries the ingenious name "T-5R Yellow" a more conservative
blackâ€”just called "Black"â€”is also available. Mated to a slick-shifting electronic four-speed
automatic our T-5R wagon scorched to 60 mph in just 6. Also high-wattage is the powerplant: a
simple tweaking of the electronic engine-management system is responsible for an horsepower
increase over the standard Turbos. With these tweaks, the T-5R's valve 2. The result is
horsepower at rpm. The added horsepressure means a whiff more frosting on an already sweet
performance cake. Mated to a slick-shifting electronic four-speed automatic the only
transmission offered , our T-5R wagon scorched to 60 mph in just 6. From there, the two cars
proved about evenly matched-the T-5R being a tenth quicker in the quarter-mile and, at mph,
holding a 2-mph advantage in top speed. This would be blistering speed for any carâ€”let alone
one capable of ferrying the entire family to a pancake supper. Lest an exhibitionistic parent
attempt a post-cakes burnout in the school parking lot, though, all T-5Rs carry an electronic
traction-control system to curb wheelspin below 25 mph. If the Turbo wagon needed "a touch
more firmness," the T-5R brings it on and then some. These low-profile gumballs help boost
cornering grip to 0. Moreover, there is a newfound edge to the steeringâ€”a tactile precision that
betters the Turbo wagon's already exemplary feel. Yet the low-profile Pirellis are costly in other
ways. Ride quality suffers dramaticallyâ€”to the point that even the high-control crowd will
object. Our T-5R pounded over small pavement breaks and crashed over medium-sized
potholes. On deeper holes, it threatened to mutilate its handsome wheels. And this was on the
generally unruffled byways of Southern California. On the scabrous asphalt around our
Michigan home base, the T-5R would likely have all the ride comfort of a steel canoe running
shallow rapids. While we did not sample these more ride-friendly running shoes, we suspect
that the extra resilience imparted by the Michelins' taller sidewalls would be worth any potential
handling penalty. The T-5R cabin resembles the squarish Turbo interiorâ€”with embellishments.
The already excellent leather seats feature extra side support, and the leather itself is trimmed
with an actually handsome faux-suede material it's on the steering wheel and the center
console, too. The audio system is plumped up with a robust amplifier. It's redundant to mention
safety equipment in a Volvo, but the T-5R brims with protection features. There are dual airbags,
of course, but also side-impact airbags for both front passengers. And the T-5R carries daytime
running lights, though it's not clear to us which is safer: not having daytime lights, or having
them but being badgered by a burly motorist shouting, "Hey! You in the Volvo! Your damn
lights are on! Of course, there's an "equal and opposite reaction" in this case, too: press the
T-5R's right pedal to the floor and show the loudmouth that "Volvo" now means "quickest
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selection of cars , has a great variety to choose from. Quick service. The director of Sales, Taner
did an excellent job. Would recommend for future purchases. Brad was incredibly helpful, very
nice person who I was very comfortable doing business with. Made an appointment to see the
vehicle and on my way up there, it sold. Sales person didn't call me until an hour after I had
arrived and someone was signing papers on it. That an hour after our appointment after we
checked in. And we mean its a good company to handle with. I will take contact with this
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introduced side impact airbags to the world. In model year for North American markets , Volvo
replaced the aging series and with the all-new We already mentioned that this was a car of firsts
and this offering broke new ground for both Volvo as well as the auto industry at large. Not only
that, beginning with the , Volvo was the first auto manufacturer to add side airbags for
additional safety. The came in both a sedan and wagon version, with both the base and GLT
trim levels enjoying a dual-overhead-cam, valve, horsepower 2. After first introducing the ,
Volvo frequently updated the car, adding a turbo version in model year , a performance version
in the T5-R , and an AWD version in The was the last The next year it was given a substantial
refreshing both on the inside and outside, and was reborn as the V70 wagon and S70 sedan.
Driver- and passenger-side airbags were standard, as were 4-wheel ABS disc brakes. Traction
control was an option. Since its introduction in model year , Volvo updated the each year, with a
few major upgrades throw in. European Debut. Dropped the GLT trim level. Also in , Volvo went
racing. These side airbags are mounted in the outside bolsters of the front seatbacks and
deployed in a lateral impact to help protect the chest area of occupants. Also in , Volvo debuts
the T-5R , their first foray into performance cars and at the time, the fastest wagon in
production. For more specifics, see Differences Between and Volvo For their performance
model, Volvo takes away the T5-R name from its fastest and names it simply the R. The R is not
a limited-edition car like the T5-R was. This same year, Volvo also introduces an all-wheel drive
version of the this same year, the AWD, that enjoyed a new 2. Volvo ceased production on the
for model year , with it soldiering on as the Volvo S70 sedan and V70 wagon in later years.
Volvo introduced the S70 to the European market in model year in US. Consider the S70 simply
an with a facelift. Volvo only made about of these cars and the S70 had a short life of just 3
years, from to , when it was replaced by the Volvo S60 beginning in First off, start with a quick
search in our Volvo Forum. This is the place to get advice and ask questions. Searching the
forum is another super way of digging up information. You must be logged in to use Forum
Search. Most of the posts here at MVS do get answered to one degree or another, so there is a

ton of good information to be discovered. Lastly, the Volvo Repair Database is a page that has
links and short descriptions to over two hundred and S70 repairs. Like we just mentioned,
check out the Volvo Repair Database. Looking to tune up your ? Check out this short video from
our friends at iPd Volvo to get the basics:. Image Credits: CC via Flickr 1 , 2 , 3. Well this topic is
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